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INTERIOR DESIGN: AUTUMN BRINGS WARMER COLORS
Fall is ushering in warm earth tones and they're here to stay if
the Sherwin Williams (SW) color forecast is correct. SW
provided a sneak peak at its 2019 Color of the Year: Cavern
Clay, SW 7701 (below).

Does this mean that you have to give up on gray and white?
Certainly not. This is, afterall, a timeless combination. But look
what happens to the crisp duo when warmer colors are
introduced (above).
We love the combination of Origami White (SW 7636) and
Mothwing (SW 9174) with the warmer hues of Baked Cookie (SW 9098), Dark Clove (SW 9183) and
Carmelized (SW 9186). Throw in some blue, like Distance (SW 6243), to liven things up. The overall
effect is a rich color palette with more depth.
We'll be using a variation of the SW colors above in a new whole house remodel. Cabinetry will be offwhite throughout but paired with accents of warm chocolate, earthen clay, and smoky blue using
fabrics, wallpaper and tile. We'll be sure to share the final results in an upcoming e-newsletter! In the
meantime, contact us if you're ready to warm up your home's color palette!

IN THE NEWS
MIDWEST HOME MAGAZINE: NEW EDITORS, NEW
CONTENT

Midwest Home: Anna Bjorlin, Michael Berger and
Katie Hickman

DiGiacomo Homes staff, along with other members of
the design community, were recently invited to meet the
new editors of Midwest Homes Magazine: Michael
Berger and Anna Bjorlin. We were excited to learn that
the magazine will continue delivering the same beautiful
print content as always while offering a new "special
edition" GARDEN issue. Look for expanded video and
social media coverage too when you want on-the-go
content!

CONTACT US
DiGiacomo Homes & Renovation, Inc. is an award winning, husband and wife,
design-build firm that has been honored to bring timeless beauty, value, and
sustainability to neighborhoods throughout the Twin Cities for more than 25 years.
Our services include site analysis, architectural design, interior design, and
construction. As always, contact us with questions or when ready to begin your
custom home or remodel project.
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